
UGA Flagline Alumni 

Big Dawg Medley Routine 

 

Begin with flag stripped in a right slam position. 

1-4 Leaving flag stripped, turn to the left 

5-8 Flag is still stripped, stir down 

A’s and B’s  

1-6 A’s do a slow row to the left, hold 7-8 

1-6 B’s do a slow row to the left, hold 7-8 

All together 

1-4 Row left 

5-8 waterfall right 

1-4 rainbow (left) 

5-8 turn towards flag (left) 

Repeat the last 16 counts in the other direction (1-4 Row right; 5-8 waterfall left; 1-4 rainbow (right);   

5-8 turn towards flag (right)) 

2 sets of 8 of stirs/cones (1-4 Stir up, 5-8 stir down, 1-4 stir up, 5-8 stir down) 

2 sets of 8 of Step touch feet and flag lifting up and over (step left with left foot on 1, touch with right on 

3, flag comes up to right shoulder 1 and slams to left on 3. Step right on 5 touch left on 7, flag comes up 

to right shoulder 5, slams to right on 7. Repeat) 

A’s and B’s  

1-4 A’s sweep across down to left 1-2, up right angle 3-4 

5-8 B’s sweep across down to left 5-6, up right angle 7-8 

1-4 A’s cross over left angle up 1-2, slam down right 3-4 

5-8 B’s cross over left angle up 5-6, slam down right 7-8 

1-8 Step touch with flag up and over 



1-6 slow row back on the right, hold 7-8 

1-6 keeping flag flat row forward, hold 7-8 

1-8 Step touch with flag up and over 

1-6 slow row back on the right, hold 7-8 

 

Repeat the following chunk 2 times 

A’s and B’s  

1-6 A’s do a slow row to the left, hold 7-8 

1-6 B’s do a slow row to the left, hold 7-8 

All together 

1-4 Row left 

5-8 waterfall right 

1-4 rainbow (left) 

5-8 turn towards flag (left) 

Repeat the last 16 counts in the other direction (1-4 Row right; 5-8 waterfall left; 1-4 rainbow (right);   

5-8 turn towards flag (right)) 

2 sets of 8 of stirs/cones (1-4 Stir up, 5-8 stir down, 1-4 stir up, 5-8 stir down) 

2 sets of 8 of Step touch feet and flag lifting up and over (step left with left foot on 1, touch with right on 

3, flag comes up to right shoulder 1 and slams to left on 3. Step right on 5 touch left on 7, flag comes up 

to right shoulder 5, slams to right on 7. Repeat) 

Ending  

A’s and B’s  

1-6 A’s do a slow row to the left, hold 7-8 

1-6 B’s do a slow row to the left, hold 7-8 

All together 

1-4 Row left 

5-8 waterfall right 



1-4 rainbow (left) 

5-8 turn towards flag (left) 

1-4 pop toss single, catch at a left down angle on 4 

5-8 put tip on the ground, slide left hand to the bottom stopper holding at a diagonal, swing right arm 

up to match flag diagonal (Verbal: GO DAWGS!) 

 

 

 

 


